UPDATE
The winter nomination period is open from February 4-15. We will be collecting nominations online through our website, as well as at tables in MUSC which we have scheduled for five times over the two weeks. We are also promoting via Facebook and Twitter. We are also preparing for the awards ceremony which will take place on March 14th in Council Chambers Hall.

SERVICE USAGE
TAC had an incredibly successful first semester, receiving 925 nominations for professors and 380 for the newly introduced Teaching Assistant award. This semester we aim to mirror these results, which would produce a record number of nominations for TAC.

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES
Last semester TAC ran our fall nominations, as well as our class evaluations for the top nominated instructors per faculty.

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES
From February 4-15 we will be having our winter nominations, followed by class evaluations for the top instructors. In order to promote the winter nominations, we have booked banner and table space in MUSC, promoting via Facebook and Twitter, coffee sleeves through Union Market and posters and rave cards through Underground.

On March 14, we will be having the award ceremony from 6-9 in Council Chambers Hall. Top nominees will be invited and catering will be provided by Paradise. We have also invited Peter Smith and David Wilkinson to speak at the ceremony.

BUDGET
We have exhausted all of our promotions budget after producing the materials for this semesters nominations.

We will be using the Awards and Ceremony budget line for the ceremony and production of the plaques for the award recipients.
CURRENT CHALLENGES
Currently, TAC is not facing any challenges. We are on track for another successful nomination period and ceremony.

SUCCESSES
TAC has been very successful this semester both in terms of number of nominations, exposure on campus, as well as having a large number of dedicated volunteers. In past years, the number of volunteers TAC has, tends to decrease going in to second semester. However, we currently have a large group of volunteers who have been helping out all year.